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Predicting the President: Exit Polling

ABOVE BYU Broadcasting hosts Utah’s one-and-only exit poll.

Photo courtesy of Brian Shaw

“Where’s group 108?” shouted David Sturgess, a student volunteer for
the Utah Colleges Exit Polls, as he and
his student team tried to keep track of
hundreds of students reporting survey
results on election day at the exit poll
headquarters on BYU campus.
Every two years, Utah college students gather from all over the state to
create Utah’s exit poll. An exit poll is
a survey randomly distributed at voting stations on election day. The survey
asks voters their views on various topics
and attempts to predict the final verdict
on the issues before the official results
come in.
“Exit polling happens in almost every
state,” student volunteer Cate Stolworthy explained with a smile, “but Utah’s
one-and-only exit poll is this one.”
continued on page 3

Killer Test + Math Skills = Mathlete

It’s the most wonderful time of the good stepping stone to prepare for
year.
the event,” said Dr. Pace Nielsen, who
Forget the mistletoe and holly ber- compiles the questions from various
ries. Bring on the calculators, pencils, universities for the Intermountain Math
and scratch paper.
Competition.
Mathematics students found all of
The scores of the Intermountain Math
these at this year’s Intermountain Math Competition help professors decide
Competition, an annual test that deter- which three students will represent BYU
mines whether BYU, University of Utah, at the Putnam Exam. And this year, they
Boise State University, Idaho State Uni- are very excited about the current team
versity, or University of Nevada Reno of “mathletes.”
has the best math students. In this math
“We’ve got a really good group right
competition among 36 students, the top now. We’re all excited to see how the
six scores were all from BYU.
team does on the Putnam test this De“My hand is tired because you have cember,” Dr. Gary Lawlor said. “We
to write really fast,” said Sam Dittmer, think they can score in the top 10 this
a junior from Indianapolis, who got a year.”
perfect score of 70/70. The two stuDr. Lawlor received 30th place on
dents who tied for second (also from the Putnam his senior year at BYU in
BYU) received 60/70, still a score to 1983. He went on to get his PhD in mathbe reckoned with at the Intermountain ematics at Stanford. Now he passes on
Math Competition.
his Putnam wisdom by teaching Math
BYU uses the competition to prepare 391R, a class dedicated to preparing
for the more difficult Putnam Exam that students for the challenging exam, with
happens every year on the first Satur- Dr. Tiancheng Ouyang.
day of December. The Putnam brings
“To prepare for the Putnam competi4,000 students from 600 universities tion, we help them with five different
face to face in one enormous battle of subjects including algebra, calculus,
brains.
number series, combinatorics, and
“The Intermountain Math Competition probability,” Dr. Ouyang said.
is not as hard as the Putnam, where
For many Putnam veterans, solving
the median score is zero, but it’s a equations and winning competitions

is something they’ve loved since their
youth.
“The biggest thing that honed my skills
in mathematics was just the desire to do
well in these competitions,” Dr. Lawlor
said. “As a byproduct of that, I did well
in my classes. And because I did well
on the Putnam test, that opened doors
for me to go to graduate school.”
Those who participate in the Putnam
Exam get instant recognition by many
of the top graduate programs in the
nation, as well as the National Science
Foundation. This can help winning students receive scholarships and be accepted to their preferred grad school.
Perhaps this December, a little Christmas magic will rub off on this year’s
competing Putnam “mathletes,” and
they’ll finally crack that elusive top 10
ranking.
by: Curtis Penfold
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Dates to Note

SRC Website Opens for
Abstract Submissions
Tuesday, January 15

Public Math Lecture: Sridhar
Tayur
Tuesday, January 22
4p.m., TMCB 301

College Awards Banquet
Thursday, January 31
6p.m., WSC Ballroom

University Award Nominations
Due to the College
Wednesday, February 6

Izatt-Christensen Lecture
General Session
Wednesday, February 6
4p.m., JSB Auditorium
Technical Presentation
Thursday, February 7
11a.m., BNSN W111

College Grants
Mathematics Education

Dawn Teuscher
Sponsor: ASU (NSF)
Title: Pathways to Calculus:
Disseminating and Scaling a
Professional Development Model
for Algebra

The Science of Sound

with Slinkys, and measuring the decibels of leaf blowers and the crowd’s
screams. Student presenters said they
want kids attending the events to understand how much fun science is.
“As a freshman in college, I see all
these big huge words, and I’m sometimes lost and confused about what
the professors are talking about,” said
Aaron Vaughn, a physics major studying acoustics. “But when you really get
down to the simple basics, [science] is
really fun.”
Parents at the event said they came
for family night—or even just to show
their children the magic of science.
“My husband’s a scientist,” said
Christy Horn, Sounds to Astound atPhoto courtesy of Levi Price
Most people recognize these lyr- tendee who brought her two children
ics: “What is love? Baby don’t hurt me, to the event. “So we are pretty passiondon’t hurt me, no more.” For one BYU ate about making sure [our kids] know
club, this ’90s hit is more than just a about the world around them and have
a love of learning.”
catchy love song—it’s science.
Students studying acoustics are usuThe BYU Acoustics Club recently held
ally
pretty passionate about learning,
Sounds to Astound presentations for
and
not
just about science. The study of
crowds of gasping children, students,
and adults. At one point, the presenters acoustics incorporates a wide variety
even played the song “What is Love,” of topics, including physics, engineerwhile fire shot up at different intervals, ing, computer science, linguistics, and
music just to name a few. However, that
showing the frequencies in the song.
doesn’t
stop them from exploding balOther experiments included explodloons
and
blasting tunes.
ing balloons, teaching wavelengths
by: Alysa Kleinman

Polls continued from page 1

Of the 600 volunteers,
“It’s really neat see- two years away.”
more than 400 came ing a big project like this
And that preparation
from BYU campus, and a come together,” she said, certainly paid off this
large portion came from “even if it seems a little year. The exit polling stuthe BYU Department of hazy along the way!”
dent team was seven for
Statistics. Although many
While the event was seven in their predictions.
hours were spent in orga- a fun experience for ev- These seven don’t include
nizing the event, statistics eryone involved, Spen- three other political racstudents, like Adam Jack- cer said that it was also es that the team termed
man, still had to work a great way for the sta- “too close to call.” Even in
long hours that Tuesday tistics students to apply these instances, however,
to pull everything togeth- what they’ve been learn- the exit poll’s informaer.
ing.
tion held true and did in“We started at 5:00
“Instead of just sitting deed predict the correct
a.m. and have been go- there learning theory, final results. Professor
ing since. Full steam,” we’re actually doing it!”
Dan Williams was very
said Jackman at 8:30
Producing a top-notch pleased with how his stap.m. on Tuesday night. exit poll survey like this tistics students worked in
Most students didn’t re- isn’t easy, however. Pro- the event.
turn to their own homes fessor Dan Williams, who
He said, “When it
until after 11:00 p.m. has been the lead statis- comes down to the botthat night.
tics faculty member on tom line, the students
Despite the long hours, the event for four years, have done a major projBrittany Spencer, a grad- explained, “It takes a lot ect. . . . We had some isuate student in the statis- of preparation. Once we sues . . . but we did it!”
tics program, said she’d finish this poll up, we start
by: Brian Shaw
definitely do it again.
planning for the next one,
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College Publications
Computer Science
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